
KÖZÉPFOKÚ (B2) MINTAFELADATSOR AZ  
EGYNYELVŰ TÁRSALKODÓ SZÓBELI VIZSGÁN 

 
 
ELSŐ FELADAT: INTERJÚ (INTERVIEW) 
 
Néhány példa interjú-kérdésekre középfokon: 
 
FAMILY: 
What is your picture of the ideal mother/father? 
Who do you live with? What is your relationship with them like? 
How has your relationship with your parents and other members of your family changed as 
you have grown older? 
 
SCHOOL: 
Would you recommend other students to choose to study at your secondary school 
/university? Why? 
What makes a good student in your opinion? 
Would you like to be a teacher? Why? Why not? 
 
 
MÁSODIK FELADAT: SZEREPJÁTÉK (ROLE-PLAY) 
 
Examinee: Your British friend (the examiner) is a university student. Now he/she has a 

chance to apply for a 9-month-long scholarship to a Finnish university. 
However, he/she is hesitating whether to apply or not because he/she has 
worries about living abroad for nine months.  

 
Examiner: You are a British university student. Now you have a chance to apply for a 9-

month-long scholarship to a Finnish university. However, you are hesitant 
about whether to apply or not because you have worries about living abroad 
for nine months. Ask your Hungarian friend (the examinee) the following 
questions: 

 

“I know that you studied at an American university for a year in 2019. What 

difficulties did you have to face in the first few months?  

“How did you cope with these difficulties?” 

“How did you cope with homesickness?” 

“I worry about the fact that I can’t speak Finnish at all…”  

“What could be the advantages of studying at a foreign university?” 

“It might not be possible for me to get by from the grant I will receive from 

the university. How do you think I could solve this problem?” 

  



HARMADIK FELADAT: ÖNÁLLÓ TÉMAKIFEJTÉS (PRESENTING A TOPIC) 
 
Az alábbi önálló témakifejtés-mintában a téma a HEALTH. A témához megadtunk három 
irányítási szempontot, melyek közül legalább kettőt kell kifejtenie monológja során. A 
képekről nem kell beszélnie. A felkészülési idő alatt jegyzeteket nem készíthet. 
 
Now look at the following pictures and ideas. You will have ONE minute to prepare and then 
TWO minutes to talk about the topic. Talk about at least two ideas. The pictures are here 
only to help you. 
 
 
HEALTH 
 

 the healthy diet 

 bad habits 

 health and doing exercises 
 
 
 

      
 

 


